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The Orthodox Church in America
Metropolitan Council
September 25-27, 2012
Chancellor’s Report
Redacted as some parts were delivered during an Executive Session

Progress Toward Priority Goals
At the last MC meeting (Feb 2012) I set out five priorities for the work of the Central
Church Administration and will report here on progress.
1. Create a good, trusted working relationship with the Metropolitan, the Holy
Synod, the Metropolitan Council, OCA officers and Chancery staff, Diocesan
Chancellors, Seminary Deans, Military Chaplains and directors of the various OCA
Departments and Commissions.
It will take a long time to untangle many of the problems that remain not only from
the last four years, but also from the last decade and more, with its legacy of
mistrust and suspicion. In the wake of the scandals the Holy Synod and
Metropolitan Council must be congratulated for ensuring the good governance of
the church at a time when it was severely tested. One of the most corrosive effects
of these past years has been to make everyone hyper-vigilant, suspicious and
fearful. This in turn caused a metastatic growth in our use of legal services, which
now permeate almost every aspect of our church’s administration. Do we need
this? Is it financially responsible? Is it what we want for the ethos of our church? I
have often thought over the past year that we have so overemphasized potential
threats that the church is in danger of losing its faith, joy and boldness.
It will take some time for our procedures and ways of thinking that developed over
this long time of troubles to adapt to a normal order of the bishops acting
responsibly in collaboration with a new metropolitan and the MC for the welfare of
the church, her people and her mission. We can only be grateful that the MC and
the Synod are now working together much more closely than ever before. We need
to restore a sense of confidence and calm at the center. This is why we need a
period of reflection, starting with Protodeacon Peter Danilchick facilitating
conversations at our MC meeting and the Holy Synod meeting in October. As I
wrote to the Metropolitan Council on September 8th, the Nativity of the Theotokos,
We have had a painful summer, and I don’t just refer to the resignation of
Metropolitan Jonah. In a number of different contexts over the last few
weeks I've experienced way too much tension and lack of clarity around
collaboration and decision-making in the handling of misconduct, crises,
legal matters, communications. On top of this the pace has been relentless
and overwhelming, and in today’s gospel I couldn’t help identifying with
Martha, “anxious and troubled about many things.” I'm sure this is partly my
own inexperience with this system of Holy Synod, Lesser Synod,
Metropolitan Council, Sexual Misconduct Policy Advisory Committee, Office

for review of Sexual Misconduct Allegations, Crisis management team, legal
etc. But I'm also sure that we need time to think about what's happened over
the last ten years, not just the last few months, and how that has shaped the
way we in the OCA do “church.”

2. Build a stable and effective administration to support the dioceses, parishes,
seminaries, monasteries and other church institutions in their direct pastoral work.
Fr Eric G. Tosi’s report as Secretary will give an extensive account of the state of
OCA administration. I can’t thank the Chancery officers and staff enough for all that
they do and have done to keep the Central Church Administration running
smoothly during this trying time.
Archbishop Nathaniel as locum tenens and Bishop Michael as Administrator have
made every effort to work closely with the officers and various MC committees to
ensure that work gets done and has proper episcopal interest and oversight.
Bishop Michael comes to the Chancery for at least one afternoon each week to
meet with the officers, reviewing what’s being done, consulting with us and liaising
with Abp Nathaniel. I must say this has been refreshing.
In addition to pursuing the Post-AAC Planning process under Fr John Vitko, the
February MC meeting agreed that we needed to look at the whole picture of how
the OCA works. We need to ask questions about what is and ought to be done at
the various levels of administration.
What level of priority?
- must be done?
- should be done?
- would be nice?
Where does it belong?
- Episcopal Assembly
- OCA
- Diocese
- Deanery
- Parish
A few years ago, Dmitri Solodow proposed that the OCA needs to seriously
address a number of important governance areas: "(a) the relationship of the
dioceses to the Central Church; (b) the appropriate division of
responsibilities and funding between the dioceses and the Central Church;
(c) the separate and joint roles and responsibilities of the HS and MC in the
governance of the Church; (d) the role, functions, structure, and funding of
the Central Church Administration and its geographic location; and (e) the
development, documentation, and implementation of sound business
policies, procedures, processes, and practices."
There has been some progress on this but the election of a new metropolitan is the
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opportunity to refocus our attention on this. At the last MC meeting Dmitri agreed to
facilitate an “organizational structure work group,” members were appointed, there
was an initial informal meeting and plans to meet with the Lesser Synod, but
scheduling difficulties and the Metropolitan’s resignation interfered. I hope we can
get this process reignited with the new metropolitan, who will need to take an
active role together with the other bishops.
3.Work at overcoming a culture of negativity by reminding everyone that the OCA’s
vision is life-giving. Its bishops, priests and deacons continue to serve, the
mysteries are being celebrated, people are being tended to, the people themselves
continue to pray and serve Christ and their neighbor in an inspiring variety of ways,
spiritual life is maintained and many parishes are very much alive.
Despite the “negativity” generated in some quarters by Metropolitan Jonah’s
resignation, Bishop Matthias’ leave of absence and other events, anecdotal reports
from bishops, clergy and many faithful across the OCA lead me to believe that the
vast majority are weathering the storm, supporting the church and carrying on with
their Christian life. Misinformation and partial information posted on the web
produce ugly exchanges, conspiracy theories and speculation, but in most
instances we can’t respond as quickly or as fully as some would like –or at allwhen matters concern active investigations, sexual misconduct, personnel, legal or
health issues protected by privacy and confidentiality. Unfortunately, some of the
misinformation is believable, and does lead people astray.
Our communications team is excellent, the number of “hits” on our website and
Facebook page grows daily, and I’m getting very good feedback about the
“Chancellor’s Diary.” Using the Facebook comments capability we’ve dipped the
OCA’s toe into interactive waters, though not without some hiccups.
4.Move step-by-step toward a reduction of OCA assessments and introduction of
proportional giving throughout the church.
The last AAC was firmly committed to moving in this direction and the meeting of
Diocesan chancellors and treasurers last January began working on some of the
practical actions that will be needed to reach this goal together with the MC’s
Finance Committee. OCA Treasurer Melanie Ringa will report on where we
currently stand on this work. She has been in active conversations with the
diocesan treasurers about the steps to be taken.
5.Ensure that the OCA is doing everything it can to prevent and address pastoral
misconduct.
Matters related to sexual misconduct continue to dominate the day-to-day work of
the chancellor, who also directs the Office for Review of Sexual Misconduct
Allegations (ORSMA). The MC meeting in February 2012 authorized staffing the
office, and after discussions within the Sexual Misconduct Policy Advisory
Committee the OCA announced a search for two positions. First, we invited
proposals from professional investigators to be hired on a contract basis when
cases arise (we now have a growing list of experienced investigators.) Second, we
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opened applications for the position of coordinator of ORSMA. We received a
number of applications and interviews began on September 17th. We will continue
the process until we find the appropriate candidate.
In the meantime, as recently announced, Mr Robert Koory has agreed to take on a
new voluntary position as Director of Special Projects for ORSMA. He will be
working directly with me and I look forward to his counsel and assistance as the
OCA continues to address issues around sexual misconduct policy, procedures,
prevention, training, investigations and compliance. Mr Koory is an attorney with
forty years experience and was the Chancellor of the Antiochian Archdiocese for
some twenty years before joining an OCA parish several years ago (St Mark's,
Rochester Hills, MI.) He has a long and distinguished record of service to the
Orthodox Church and now serves on the Legal Affairs Committee of the Assembly
of Bishops, where he serves with the OCA’s Judge Ray Lanier and Thaddeus
Wojcik. I am grateful that Bob is willing to take this on and welcome him warmly.
His first project will be to work on redrafting the OCA’s Policies, Standards and
Procedures on Sexual Misconduct (PSPs), as revised by SMPAC and approved by
the Holy Synod last October.
Summary of Current Objectives
The five goals above remain the priorities. The following practical objectives will
help us work toward them in the months leading up to and following the AllAmerican Council in Parma, Ohio on November 13th.
1. Hold a successful 17th All-American Council and election of a new Primate.
2. Maintain stable administration to work with the new Metropolitan.
3. Advance the “organizational structure work group” or other means to review
how the Metropolitan, Holy Synod, Lesser Synod, Chancery, metropolitan
Council and committees can effectively work together under direction of the
bishops.
4. Move forward on appointment of ORSMA Coordinator, remove backlog on
processing of current cases and review of past files; continue refining
procedures for handling misconduct complaints; finalize, approve and
distribute PSPs.
5. Review use of legal services and bring legal costs under control.
6. Final drafting, agreement and training on crisis management procedures.
7. Advance financial development plan and implementation.
Fr John A. Jillions
September 17, 2012
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Secretary’s Report
Archpriest Eric G. Tosi
Fall 2012 Metropolitan Council Meeting
September 25 to 27, 2012
1.

Overview

There have been major changes in the Chancery over the past few months. The
resignation of the Metropolitan has put additional demands on the staff and the many
facets of Church operation. However, I am pleased to report that the good work of the
Church continues despite these additional pressures. I will also state that the work of the
officers with the Locum Tenens, Archbishop Nathaniel, and the administrator, Bishop
Michael have been excellent. Many agenda items are accomplished and the transition has
been fairly seamless.
But I would be remiss if I did not recount some of the areas of extreme pressure that has
affected the staff. Foremost among this is the relentless misinformation that is found on a
few sites on the internet. Certainly the resignation came as a surprise to most faithful and
the reasons for this resignation are varied. The first weeks were difficult as there were a
few uncivil phone calls and accusations against the Holy Synod and the Chancery. These
were handled in the best manner that could be expected. A few of the more serious
communications necessitated contact with the legal committee and the Crisis
Management Committee. Their input was invaluable, especially when handling questions
from the Press. It was disheartening to watch as innocent staff members were berated on
the phone and on the internet. However, we were able to weather this initial storm. But
as the weeks went by, these attacks became more virulent and, in some cases, the
attackers resorted to outright lies. But as the member of the Holy Synod reminded us, we
will not argue the state of affairs in public. We will answer what questions we can but
ultimately it is up to the processes in place in the Church to deal with these situations. I
want to commend the Chancery staff for their hard work, dedication, good humor and
thick skin.
The most critical item before me is the Special All-American Council. I will report on
this later but we are on track and almost ready. We have met the statutory deadlines and
have put in place an excellent team. I have full confidence in the successful completion
of the Council.
2.

Human Resources

There have been some staffing changes which contributed to the additional pressures on
the existing staff. First was the departure of Protodeacon Joseph Matusiak to a full-time
position at St. Vladimir’s Seminary. He will be greatly missed and has contributed much
to organization of the Office of the Metropolitan. It was his choice to take the position at
SVS and we could only offer him limited options to remain. He chose to take the new
position shortly after Pascha.
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The second change was the departure of Ginny Nieuwsma. She also was offered a fulltime position for herself and her husband at St. Vladimir’s Seminary. She had looked into
this position also around Pascha and it was her choice to accept that position. She did
agree to see us through the project of the Website update before she left. She also is a
great loss because of her invaluable website management skills. We would not have the
excellent revised site if it was not for her careful management of the process.
Finally, and with much sadness, Helen Detke, the long-time accounts
receivable/secretary/receptionist retired after almost 30 years of service to the Church.
She has been a constant among many changes in Syosset. She has performed her duties
with grace, dignity and faith. She is greatly missed. Shortly after her retirement she was
diagnosed with a serious illness and I ask that everyone keep her in your prayers as she
goes through the treatment.
The loss of these three positions opened a gap in the management of the Church. After
some consultation among the Holy Synod, officers, management experts and members of
the Human Resource Committee, a few actions were decided. First, the communications
needs would be filled by Ryan taking on some of the responsibilities in the technical area.
We also increased the responsibilities of Fr John Matusiak on editorial issues. We worked
through this plan for a number of weeks and the result was a seamless transition. The
most important aspect was that it was the cost-effective manner of continuing the work.
It was also decided to look at combining the position of Metropolitan’s secretary,
accounts receivable and providing some additional clerical support for the officers. By
combining these three needs into one position, we were able to lower the budgetary costs.
This plan was already in motion when the Metropolitan resigned and after discussion
with the Holy Synod it was decided to continue this plan. After a public search, Andrew
Boyd was hired. Andrew is a recent seminary graduate who had worked at SVS on the
same financial system we have in place and also had a varied experience in the other
areas. The added bonus is that he was already appointed youth director for the OCA so
his work can continue in that area. He is also an excellent subdeacon and choir director.
So we were able to fill a variety of needs with this one person.
Another need was filled by an appointment by the Holy Synod of Bishop Mark to be the
Synodal liaison to the departments and commissions. The Holy Synod appointed Bishop
Mark to work with the various departments and commissions so that there will be a
greater interaction between their work and the work of the Synod. He will also begin to
travel to get to know the OCA better and he will work on special projects. He has
temporarily moved into the apartment to stabilize his living arrangements.
3.

Operations/Organization

The work of the Chancery continues at a rapid pace. There are varied tasks such as clergy
and pastoral issues as well as ensuring a variety of other issues are properly addressed.
Some may seem mundane such as various reports and operational duties but, in fact, they
are a vital part of the operation of a central Church. New employees are always amazed at
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the multifaceted and voluminous amounts of work that are done here on a daily basis;
each with its own priority and timeline. The reorganization of responsibilities and the
addition of new staff members to replace those who have left the Chancery will continue
to streamline the work and reduce costs.
I have been involved in a number of major projects over the past six months which can
demonstrate such varied work. Work with the Orthodox Health Plans in revising the
benefits for clergy and their families, work with the Pastoral Affairs Committee of the
Assembly of Bishops on standardizing different programs and benefits among the
Orthodox jurisdictions, working with parishes on their Non-profit status and dealing with
various insurance and legal issues are just a few of the examples.
I have also been called on to represent the OCA and deliver papers in a few conferences
including the American Missionary Society and the International Association of Mission
Scholars as well as other inter-Church functions such as the national convention of
FOCA. Events such as these are almost a weekly occurrence for the Chancery as we
represent the OCA throughout North America. In addition, there are the frequent
meetings or conference calls with different departments, committees, commissions and
boards. These can often consume much time but it is critical that we are a part of the
wonderful work that is being done throughout the Church.
The annual calendar will be sent out this Fall to parishes, clergy and institutions. It will
focus on the anniversaries of the three OCA seminaries. We have begun the process of
updating the membership list of the OCA. We also held some meetings with the Task
Force appointed by the Metropolitan Council to examine Church organization.
4.

Council and Synods

The next major planning event is the special All-American Council for the election of a
new Metropolitan which will be held at Holy Trinity Orthodox Church in Parma, OH on
November 13. 2012. There was a need for rapid movement on the planning of this
Council in a short time. Thankfully we have some very efficient and qualified assistance
so that we will make this happen. Fr. Myron Manzuk and Peter Ilchuk were able to tackle
many details in a relatively short amount of time. Please see the attached AAC report for
more details.
Due to the recent events, there were an unusually high number of Synodal meetings
including via telephone. All of these are planned with the Locum Tenens, Administrator
and the Secretary of the Holy Synod. Most often, I have to work through the logistical
details with many people throughout the Church. I can report that these meetings have
been successful and fruitful. The next Holy Synod meeting is October 9-11, 2012
It is planned that after the election of a new Metropolitan, there will be a meeting with the
Department Chairs and the Synodal Liaison to familiarize and coordinate the work. There
is planned an inter-departmental conference next year similar to the one held in
Cleveland last year. This is in the planning stage at this point.
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5.

Archives

Alex Liberovsky is scheduled to go to Russia in October to participate in a Church
Archivist Conference at the Postgraduate and Doctoral School of the Russian Orthodox
Church. This ten day conference will provide training for him as well as allow him to
meet with professionals who work in this very narrow area. He will also deliver some
lectures on his work and the OCA.
The archives continues to be a valuable resource for the Church but there are some
decisions that will need to be made over the next few years. These include a better
manner of preserving the material, better cataloging (especially electronic conversion)
and most importantly better storage. They need to be readily accessed by the Chancery as
they are used on a daily basis. We need a plan for the archives that meets these needs.
6.

Estate Management

The estate continues to be maintained and there is nothing new to report. The repair and
painting of the interior has been postponed until the situation stabilizes. My suggestion is
to begin on the ground floor and second floor this year. It would require patching,
repairing and painting the walls. Then we would continue the work in the following year
on the basement and attic. It is not a major job but just time consuming. This will bring
the building back to a highly maintained state. We have also been cleaning out the
basement and attic during the Summer. Otherwise, the building is in good shape.
We did do some work on the Metropolitan’s apartment to prepare it for Bishop Mark.
These were long overdue, minor repair work. We will also look into updating the phone
system which is also overdue. There continues to be monthly pest control inspections and
the annual fire extinguisher inspection. The grounds are well maintained. We did have a
few trees fall this Winter and this was handled. The abandoned pool continues to be a
subject that needs to be dealt with in the near future.
7.

Communications

Despite the recent changes, the communications team continues to perform admirably.
The website has information that is timely and accurate and we have met our goal of one
post a day. Fr. John Matusiak has stepped up as senior editor, Ryan continues as technical
editor and Jessica as an assistant. We also integrated the website with Facebook and
Twitter. We do carefully monitor those sites for comments.
There are two comments that need to be made on recent developments. First, our stated
goal on press releases is very simple; they must be accurate. While timeliness is critical
in certain situations (as seen over the past two months), we must remind ourselves that
accuracy is even more important. This is the official site of the OCA and anything we
post can very well get picked up in the Press. So we cannot afford to simply post
something without it being accurate. So sometimes we just need to be patient as a
particular press release needs to go through approval by the legal team, the Crisis
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Management Committee and ultimately the Holy Synod. It just needs to be that way.
Other blogs and sites can print whatever they would like and do not have the same level
of standards that we must. While some posts could have been quicker, I stand behind this
process. In some cases, press releases were stopped literally minutes before they were
scheduled to be posted because an objection was raised. And there are disagreements but
that is part of the process.
The second comment is that we do not respond to everything that is written. There are
some extreme views on the internet and misinformation is being posted. This does not
mean we respond to them as it would take too much time and would simply engage us in
a type of internet warfare which the Church must be above. However, there are times
when we have to respond and these are carefully considered. For example, there were a
few people who tried to “spam” our Facebook page with horrific statements and links to
other controversial websites. It was so bad that one evening someone was posting every
minutes after we deleted the posting. After a few hours, I ordered the Facebook page shut
down. The point was not to stop free expression but to not allow damaging statements
(including the revelation of victims’ names) to be publically posted. We have a stated and
posted Facebook policy and we followed it to the letter.
The website did go through a review and redesign. This was part of the original plan
when the new website was released. It was decided after one year to look again and see
what worked and what did not work. Among the changes are a smaller banner, some
changes to the layout which allowed stories to be above the fold, and a change to the
features buttons. Also there are some changes to the directories so important items will
be easier to find. There are also some internal changes which will allow the website to
work faster and more efficiently. Please refer to the attached communications report for
more details on completed and planned work on the website.
The Orthodox Church continues to be the flagship of information of the Church and has
been closely coordinated with the website as the new media will move to the forefront.
We are on a quarterly schedule and the distribution plan with the magazine has been
implemented. This means there are 24 pages, well written and shipped directly to
parishes. Some parishes have asked for more copies but this is part of the evolving
process. This plan has allowed us to continue the magazine within the budget.
8.

Other Issues

I would only ask that everyone pray for one another and to remind ourselves as to the
purpose in which we are serving God and His Church. We all may have well articulated
and well intentioned approaches to the issues, but we should pay heed to John 13:34-35.
“A new commandment I give to you, that you love one another; as I have loved you, that
you also love one another. By this all will know that you are My disciples, if you have
love for one another.” Let us make sure we love one another in these difficult times.
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September 2012 report to the Metropolitan Council
Ryan Platte, Technical Manager, Orthodox Church in America

Work performed January–August 2012
Technical operations
● Added server monitoring to receive immediate notification of system issues.
● Responded to a large number of wide ranging user and stakeholder requests relating to
our many pages and systems.
● Successfully addressed repeated downtime on Windows server powering Readings and
Feasts & Saints.
● Imported clergy photos from AAC and associated them with the clergy members in the
database.
● Added “long caching” to most of our web assets (images, scripts, and stylesheets),
resulting in faster load times and lower bandwidth usage.
● Eliminated many “Not Found” errors by redirecting users to appropriate content
whenever possible. There are links to long-gone (10 year old!) pages all over the web
that are routinely accessed. At this writing there are 110 server rules, many of them
general and covering batches of many old URLs at once.
● Updated software to stay current with security fixes and other maintenance needs
● Created database admin access for Chancery staff, expanding the number of quick fixes
possible without technical staff involvement

Projects
● Set up educational site hosting for DLM (funded by that department)
● Ported Scripture Readings to new environment so it’s no longer subject to downtime
and we can add features and maintain more easily
● Initiated and conducted an extensive analysis project with analysts working pro bono.
Received valuable insight into our site performance against user goals. Identified some
simple and high-impact steps to improve experience of uninitiate visitors. Digested and
planned next actions on results, including ingredients for the coming design work.
● Added site search tracking to learn what our users are seeking and how much success
they’re having finding it.
● Rewrote directory pages to minimize number of database queries. Previous
implementation was responsible for the downtime at the 2011 site launch by flooding
the database with too many queries. Periodic system maintenance requires traffic to
these pages that was still resulting in intermittent outages.

● Recreated an automatic feed for the Assembly of Bishops that allows their staff to
download a complete parish directory for its all-Assembly parish listing. (This already
existed on the old site for SCOBA’s use, but had to be redone for the new site.)
● Performed design update project, carefully inventorying and applying all received
feedback and insights from analysis project. (At this writing, deliverables have arrived
and Integration into the website is in progress.)

High-level
● Work through a multitude of issues relating to our social media posture
● Transitioned out of having Ginny Nieuwsma’s Managing Editor role, ensuring all
responsibilities are covered with leaner team
● Carefully managing budget spend against aggressive goals

Work currently scheduled for the coming 6 months
● Deploy new design work to apply what we’ve learned about our users’ goals.
● Create a list of recently-updated content to be featured in the right column of our
home page.
● Integrate print-friendly features throughout site.
● Move Feasts & Saints to new automatic-liturgical-calendar system (and off the old
Windows hosting).
● Retire old hosting plans.
● Improve security and backup procedures.
● Streamline upgrade process to be less time-consuming.
● Create landing pages for each service and great feast of the Church. This is something
that draws a lot of attention on Google that we don’t have a good “welcome mat” for.
Google’s tools report that there are a considerable number of people seeing our page as
an option for queries on these topics and not clicking through. We’d like to draw more
of these users in to our site.
● Improve snippets shown by Google. Review information provided by Google on our
search performance and take actions to improve this key driver of new traffic for the
OCA.
● Continue to maintain and improve all aspects of this complex and heavily-trafficked
web property, increasing efficiency, performance, and quality whenever possible

Work planned beyond 6 months
● Replace existing site search with a hosted service that offers very high-quality results
● Improve geographic coding of parishes and create a unified all-OCA Google map that
streamlines the process of locating nearby parishes

● Upgrade Facebook experience, improving the “welcome” received by users of the
largest site on the Internet.
● Expand liturgical-calendar keying to more areas of the site so we can allow users to
browse our site by the liturgical calendar and automatically bring together content that
pertains to a given day in the life of the Church
● Support high-resolution displays, already sizable portion of our audience. Not just an
academic or early-adopter point, as presentation is distractingly fuzzy on this growing
class of devices.

